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Question:  

How can we encourage alternative modes of transportation (i.e. walk, bike) to OWU students, 

faculty and Delaware community? Also raise questions about personal health and how to 

contribute to a greener environment? 

The purpose and goal of this map is to promote and raise awareness of alternative transportation 

in and around Ohio Wesleyan University. We would like people who view this map to drive less 

and use other forms of transportation by walking jogging or bike riding. These alternative forms 

of transportation will also promote a healthier lifestyle in this community.  

Our hope is that this would change the atmosphere of Ohio Wesleyan University and possibly 

reduce congestion in the streets, while the maps would provide people with more safe, accessible 

routes around the campus and through surrounding areas of Delaware. We want to convey the 

idea that people do not need to rely on their vehicles for transportation, but on the other 

alternative transportation ideas that we present in this project. 

Addition things to consider: 

- mapping out possible runs/walks/bike rides people can go on around OWU 

- in addition to promoting healthier living through alternate transportation, where can people get 

healthier food. I.E. farmers markets/ organic produce. 

- how does driving VS walking VS biking effect: calorie burning, heart rate, muscle building and 

other stuff that relates to physical health and fitness. 

Data: 

How people get from place to place and with what mode of transportation. Time it takes. 

Calories burned. Effect on environment for example CO2 admissions from cars and how much 

gas is used in the process. 

To collect this data we will personally travel the routes chosen multiple times to get an accurate 

estimate of how long it takes to get to different locations using various modes of transportation. 

To collect data on calories burned and heart rate we will borrow and use devices from the 

physical education department as well as a few students who have devices that can measure 

calories burned and heart rate. We can also compare this data we collect to websites that help 

calculate calories burned based on physical activity and time spent. Links below…  

 

http://www.healthstatus.com/calculate/cbc  

http://www.myoptumhealth.com/portal/ManageMyHealth/Calories+Burned+Calculator 

http://www.healthstatus.com/calculate/cbc
http://www.myoptumhealth.com/portal/ManageMyHealth/Calories+Burned+Calculator


http://nutritiondata.self.com/tools/calories-burned 

 

The below links from Bobby St. Clair are some of the most traveled routes by OWU students 

whether it be by foot or vehicle. We plan on using these routes as well as others that we find to 

be heavily used and collect data based on time it takes to travel the routes and the physical health 

components such as calories burned, heart rate, ect.  

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&oe=UTF8&msa=0&msid=21303733183200

8919915.00049c69557dc88abf40a 

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&oe=UTF8&msa=0&msid=21303733183200

8919915.00049c696112b9671fd30 

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&oe=UTF8&msa=0&msid=21303733183200

8919915.00049c696d429401c09f9 

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&oe=UTF8&msa=0&msid=21303733183200

8919915.00049c6972713a16fb99f 

Analyzing/showing data:  

We will collect data, use excel to organize it and run analysis against different data and use 

graphs to analyze and gain a better understanding of our findings. We consider putting the routes 

or travel on tangible maps so I can easily be viewed while compared to the data collected.  

Timeline:  

-Few weeks of actively collecting data, (calories, time, modes of transportation, ect.)  

-Beginning to analyze data, sort it out, use excel to organize/graph data. 

- Put it into action, apply to green map or map of our own.  
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